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ABSTRACT

A pump–probe approach was designed to determine the internal proton transfer (PT) rate in a series of poly-peptide radical cations contain-
ing both histidine and tryptophan. The proton transfer is driven by the gas-phase basicity difference between residues. The fragmentation
scheme indicates that the gas-phase basicity of histidine is lower than that of radical tryptophan so that histidine is always pulling the proton
away from tryptophan. However, the proton transfer requires the two basic sites to be in close proximity, which is rate limited by the peptide
conformational dynamics. PT rate measurements were used to probe and explore the peptide conformational dynamics in several poly-gly-
cines/prolines/alanines. For small and unstructured peptides, the PT rate decreases with the size, as expected from a statistical point of view
in a flat conformational space. Conversely, if structured conformations are accessible, the structural flexibility of the peptide is decreased.
This slows down the occurrence of conformations favorable to proton transfer. A dramatic decrease in the PT rates was observed for peptides
HAnW, when n changes from 5 to 6. This is attributed to the onset of a stable helix for n¼ 6. No such discontinuity is observed for poly-
glycines or poly-prolines. In HAnW, the gas-phase basicity and helix propensity compete for the position of the charge. Interestingly, in this
competition between PT and helix formation in HA6W, the energy gain associated with helix formation is large enough to slow down the PT
beyond experimental time but does not ultimately prevail over the proton preference for histidine.

VC 2020 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/4.0000003

INTRODUCTION

Complex molecular systems, such as biomolecules or molecular
machines, derive a large part of their remarkable properties from their
ability to self-organize and adapt their structure to their environment.
Conformational changes in such systems can be triggered by a variety
of stimuli, including light absorption and temperature or pH changes.
They are often accompanied by charge (proton and/or electron) trans-
fer reactions. The latter may either be the origin of the structural
change or be triggered by it. In general, however, the two mechanisms
are closely related, in a chicken-and-egg situation. Despite its funda-
mental interest and the potential applications to design smart materi-
als, the problem of understanding the interplay between the two
mechanisms is difficult to tackle. Indeed, it involves timescales span-
ning several orders of magnitude, in relation to the hierarchical struc-
turation of the systems and the coupling between electronic and
vibrational degrees of freedom.

Beyond the choice of an observable, one of the key difficulties in
studying dynamical processes associated with proton transfer (PT) is

the ability to trigger the mechanism in a controlled fashion. One possi-
bility is to use light excitation to form metastable species, which may
undergo coupled electron and proton transfer. Some mechanisms are
concerted and ultrafast (fs), while others are decoupled, consist of mul-
tiple steps, and span longer timescales (ms). Theoretical1 and experi-
mental approaches2–8 have been proposed to address the steady state
energetics and kinetics of, e.g., proton-coupled-electron-transfer
(PCET) under different environmental conditions. However, kinetics
remains difficult to access directly. Various time-resolved approaches
have been applied to investigate in solution the dynamics of such sys-
tems,7,9–15 ranging from stopped-flow experiments16 to transient
absorption17 or pump–probe experiments using, e.g., ultrafast Raman
spectroscopy.14,15 However, these studies are usually limited to
reduced time ranges, while processes might span more than eight
orders of magnitude.18 Gas-phase time-resolved photoexcitation
dynamics and relaxation in biomolecules have been proposed but are
also usually restricted to either ultrafast19–24 (<ps) or slow25 (>ls)
processes although a few recent examples explore the excited state
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relaxation dynamics over many orders of magnitude in time (ps to
ms).26 From the structural perspective, ion mobility spectrometry
(IMS) comes as a powerful tool to characterize, in the gas phase, the
conformation of biomolecules. IMS has been used extensively to study
model peptides with, e.g., the formation of a-helices or b-sheets27,28

and has more recently evolved toward a standard tool for structural
proteomics in the gas phase.29,30 Interestingly, internal proton transfer
was shown to occur in both model31 or biologically relevant peptides32

and short oligonucleotides,33 with conformational aftermath observ-
able by IMS in each case. However, IMS and optical spectroscopy indi-
vidually fail to connect experimentally the electronic relaxation
dynamics (including charge transfer mechanisms) with structural
analysis and conformation dynamics. Part of the objectives of this
study is to set landmarks for the concomitant use of IMS and spectros-
copy to characterize dynamic photo-induced processes, which are
essential for many biomolecular functions.34

We have recently shown that, in the model peptide HG3W, inter-
nal proton transfer and conformational dynamics are deeply connected:
conformational dynamics controls the proximity between the basic sites,
which limits the kinetics of proton transfer in the peptide.18 A gas-phase
pump–probe experiment was used, which is based on the coupling
between two pulsed lasers and a mass spectrometer (Scheme 1). A UV
pump pulse is used to generate a radical peptide cation from [peptide,
Ag]þ complexes. The mechanism at work is a fast (ps) electron transfer
from photo-excited tryptophan to silver, which leads to neutral Ag loss.
The optical properties of the resulting radical peptide are then probed
by the second laser at 545nm. At that wavelength, the radical trypto-
phan cation displays a strong absorption band. As demonstrated earlier,
the radical tryptophan cation may decay via an internal proton transfer
(PT) into a neutral tryptophan radical, which absorption properties at
545nm are dramatically attenuated. This difference in absorption prop-
erties results in a difference in the photo-fragmentation yield that can be
measured by mass spectrometry (MS). This photo-fragmentation yield
can be used as a readout of the radical tryptophan cation population.
Thus, its evolution, as a function of the delay between the pump and the
probe, may be used to characterize the rate of neutralization of trypto-
phan, which is the PT rate. In the present study, we use the same

pump–probe approach to explore the influence of the peptide sequence
on the proton transfer dynamics. The photo-fragmentation patterns
used to monitor the proton transfer are discussed in the perspective of
the mobile proton theory, which is a well-accepted hypothesis in the
field of mass spectrometry. The effects of the sequence size and second-
ary structuration are discussed based on the comparative examination
of several peptide families. It confirms the importance of conformational
dynamics in the internal proton transfer kinetics.

METHODS
Sample preparation

All peptides used (Table S1) were purchased and synthetized by
Genecust (Luxembourg) in 10mg/70% purity batches. Peptides are
acetylated and amidated in order to avoid (de-)protonation of the
(C-)N-term and control the charge distribution after electrospray ioni-
zation (ESI). All peptides are dissolved in water to 300lM and further
diluted, just before ESI, to 10lM in H2O:MeOH (1:1). Silver nitrate
(2.5� 10�2 M) was added to the peptide solutions to yield a final con-
centration of 150lM. It enables the formation of [peptide, Ag]þ com-
plexes by ESI. Due to poor water solubility, poly-alanines were first
dissolved (1mg) in a small volume of trifluoroethanol
(TFE):acetonitrile (ACN) (500ll:210ll) to which was added 42ll of a
45mM solution of silver trifluoroacetate (AgTFA) in ACN. Then,
water was progressively added in 100ll steps to yield a final concen-
tration of 1mM. The solution was further diluted in H2O:ACN (1:1)
to 10lM before ESI. Eventually, the solution was sonicated until clear.

Mass spectrometry

A commercial linear ion trap mass spectrometer (LTQ-Velos,
Thermo Fischer Scientific, San Jose, CA, USA) was used for all experi-
ments. Peptides are ionized with an electrospray (ESI) source with a spray
voltage of 5kV and a sample flow of 5ll/min. Ions may then be mass
selected and fragmented by collisions [collision-induced-dissociation
(CID)] or following photo-activation [laser-induced-dissociation (LID)].
Photo-activation of trapped ions in the UV and/or visible ranges is per-
mitted via a fused silica window (3mm thick, 1 in. diameter) positioned
on the axis of the ion traps at the back of the instrument. The central hole

SCHEME 1. Evolution of the molecular system during the pump–probe experiment: absorption of the UV pump beam by the silver-cationized peptide leads to a photo-excited
complex. The latter may evolve back to the ground state and fragment with the charge remaining on silver (yellow diamond). Alternatively, the photo-excited complex can
undergo electron transfer and dissociation of neutral silver (s1) leaving the peptide radical system. The latter may also fragment due to excess energy, producing silver-free
fragments (green triangle). The surviving radical peptide is driven thermodynamically to its distonic form via a proton transfer (s2). The probe is not absorbed by the ground
state complex but is absorbed by radical peptides where the fragmentation ratio depends on the position of the charge.
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of the last ion-trap electrode, toward the window, was enlarged to 5mm
in diameter in order to optimize laser transmission, and ion cloud/laser
beams overlap. During photo-activation experiments, collisional activa-
tion energy [instrument specific “normalized-collision-energy” (NCE)] is
set to 0. Replicates were measured either in the low or high pressure trap
(LPT: 3.5� 10�4Torr and HPT: 5� 10�3Torr). Experimental results
(including measured rates) were similar between traps. Thus, they are
reported simultaneously.

Light sources and coupling with MS

Two laser beams are used, with a pulse width of 5ns and a repetition
rate of 10Hz: a UV beam at 266nm (4th harmonic of Nd:YAG-Surelite
II, Continuum, Santa Clara, CA, USA) with 2 mJ per pulse and a visible
beam at 545nm (OPO Horizon, pumped by Surelite I, Continuum) with
9 mJ per pulse. For spectroscopy experiments, the wavelength was
scanned from 450nm to 600nm. Both UV and visible beams are recom-
bined with a harmonic beam splitter (Thorlabs HBSY134) and directed
to the ion trap. Both pump and probe beams are triggered externally with
a controlled delay using a delay generator (DG645, Stanford Research
Systems). The relative arrival times of each laser pulse is controlled with a
photodiode at the optical entrance of the mass spectrometer before and
after each single series of experiments. The ion trap does not have a con-
stant repetition rate, and thus, a microcontroller (Arduino Uno) is used
to trigger the opening of a mechanical shutter (Thorlabs SH05) and
allows a single pair of UV and Vis pulses during the presence of selected
ions in the trap. A scheme of the setup is shown in Fig. 1.

Pump–probe experiment sequence

Prior to each experiment, both UV and Vis beams are aligned
independently on the maximization of ion photo-fragmentation levels:

with [peptide, Ag]þ for UV and a reference chromophore ion (QSY7,
studied previously35) for the 545nm beam. The UV/Vis overlap is
then verified by monitoring at short probe delays (500ns) the probe-
induced photo-fragmentation of the radical peptides produced by the
pump (see Fig. S1). Then, the pump–probe experiment starts (see
Scheme 1 and Fig. S2) with the mass selection (isolation width 5 m/z)
and trapping for 170ms of the parent ion [peptide, Ag]þ formed by
ESI. During this time, a single pair of UV (pump)–Vis (probe) pulses
are allowed in the trap, after which a mass spectrum is recorded. For
each pump–probe delay, 120 mass spectra are recorded. A list of up to
200 pump–probe delays was constructed with logarithmic spacing
between 50ns and 20ms, to which five negative delays were added for
control. Acquisitions are performed randomly alternating delays in the
list.

Data analysis

The radical peptide photo-fragmentation ratio at 545 nm (FRVis
R )

is used to evaluate the optical properties of the radical peptide. It is
defined [see Eq. (1)] by the ratio of the intensity of fragments of the
radical cation produced by the probe (IVisF ) to the original intensity of
the parent radical cation [approximated by the sum of IVisF with the
intensity of the remaining radical peptide ions (IR)],

FRVis
R ¼

IVisF

IVisF þ IR
: (1)

However, the pump beam in the UV also generates fragments (see
Scheme 1): either before electron transfer, which results in ions con-
taining silver, or after electron transfer to silver, which results in silver-
free ions comparable to radical fragments induced by the probe. The
measured IF has to be corrected for the contribution of the UV pulse

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the
experimental setup.
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IUVF in order to yield IVisF . Interestingly, it is possible to differentiate
silver-free fragments from other silver-containing fragments based on
their isotope pattern and thus specifically quantify them (IF vs IFAg).
Additionally, it was found that the pump (UV) forms a constant ratio
of silver-free to silver-containing ions (IUVF =IFAg ¼ a), which can be
evaluated from mass spectra recorded at negative delays for each set of
experiments. Thus, it is possible to correct the total silver-free frag-
ment intensity (IF) from the pump-induced offset (IUVF ) in order to
yield the probe-only radical-specific fragments (IVisF ). This correction
is only valid if silver-containing fragments cannot be formed by the
probe, which is always true after dissociation of the [peptideþ•, Ag0]
complex. This leads to the following expression of the radical peptide
photo-fragmentation ratio at 545 nm, which can thus be calculated for
each mass spectrum,

FRVis
R ¼

IF � aIFAg
IR þ IF � aIFAg

¼ 1� IR
IR þ IF � aIFAg

: (2)

For each peptide and each individual mass spectrum, FRVis
R is calcu-

lated following Eq. (2) with IF calculated from the two major silver-
free fragments observed: loss of 129 Da and 185Da. For each delay t,
the mean FRVis

R ðtÞ (and associated standard deviation of the mean) is
calculated from all 120 mass spectra repeats. The set of fragmentation
ratios acquired at varying delays is ultimately fitted for delays above 30
ls with the following mono-exponential model functions:

FRR t > 30 lsð Þ ¼ a� b: 1� e�t=s2ð Þ; (3)

where a; b; and s2 are adjustable parameters corresponding to an off-
set in the initial post-pump fragmentation level (a), an amplitude fac-
tor (b), and the time constant (s2), respectively. In the discussion, we
focus on the time constant, s2. For each dataset, fits were performed
with the python package lmfit36 on resampled data (104 draws). The
result for each dataset corresponds to the mean and standard deviation
of the resulting 104 optimized time constants (bootstrap approach).
Additionally, multiple repeats were performed for each peptide on dif-
ferent days, and the reported time constants and standard deviation
(r) correspond to the weighted average (1/r2) of these repeats. Error
bars in plots are set at 2r (i.e., uncertainty window 95.4%).

Figure S2 displays typical mass spectra obtained, in the case of
peptide HA3W, along the successive steps of the pump–probe experi-
ment (including controls). Figure 2 displays the evolution of the
above-defined fragmentation ratio FRVis

R for the HA3W peptide. The
full red line shows the result of a fit obtained using the mono-
exponential function in Eq. (3). The inset shows the evolution of FRVis

R
at delays below 30 ls.

Ion mobility spectrometry (IMS)

Complementary IMS measurements were performed on both
silver-cationized and protonated HA6W peptides. The device used is a
custom-made tandem ion mobility-mass spectrometry instrument.37

IMS measurements were performed in helium (4Torr) at room tem-
perature, and the drift length was 79 cm. In order to measure the colli-
sion cross section (CCS), the arrival time of the ions was measured for
different drift voltages ranging from 150V to 600V. The CCS was
then extracted based on the Mason–Schamp relation,38 yielding an
error of 2% on the absolute CCS.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Proton transfer from radical tryptophan to histidine:
Spontaneous but accelerated by the probe

The 266nm pump photons resonantly excite the p–p� transition
on tryptophan. Similar excitation is followed by relaxation via a disso-
ciative charge-transfer state, leading to H-atom loss in protonated
tryptophan39 and tryptamine.40 The systematic observation of neutral
Ag loss in the case of photo-excited [tryptophan-containing peptide,
Agþ] complexes is assumed to proceed via a similar excited state cou-
pling. It is remarkable that the collisional activation (CID) of these
complexes does not lead to any charge transfer between the peptide
and the metal:41,42 it is an excited state process. The electron transfer
from tryptophan to silver is rapid (3.5 ps for HG3W

18) and yields, after
neutral Ag-loss, the radical peptide cation. Both the radical and the
charge are initially co-localized on tryptophan since the electron
excited by the UV pulse was originating from the indole p-system.
The optical photo-fragmentation spectra of mass selected radical pep-
tide G3W (Fig. 3, top) confirm this hypothesis since they display, inde-
pendently of the pump–probe delay, the optical signature of the
radical cation of tryptophan in the visible range.43 However, the pres-
ence of histidine on the sequence (HG3W) alters this signature, which
shifts, after a few milliseconds (Fig. 3, bottom), to the spectral signa-
ture of neutral radical tryptophan.44 Histidine, thus, appears as a major
driving force toward the deprotonation of tryptophan. This is consis-
tent with the high gas phase basicity of imidazole.45 It may also be the
reason why histidine is often present in active sites of enzymes where
the imidazole ring can bind and release protons in the course of enzy-
matic reactions.46

The deprotonation of tryptophan is also apparent from the
examination of the fragmentation patterns. Two major fragmentation
paths are observed. First, the radical-induced dissociation of the
Ca–Cb bond at the tryptophan residue leads to the indole side chain
loss with fragment ions at m/z 130 or M-129 (with M the m/z of the
parent radical). Second, a more complex radical rearrangement leads

FIG. 2. Evolution of the fragmentation ratio of the peptide radical cation [HA3W]þ•

as a function of the pump–probe delay. The experimental data (with correction from
the UV offset) is fitted with a mono-exponential decay function for delays >30 ls
(red line). The uncertainty window is set to 2r. The inset displays a zoom on micro-
second delays showing a dynamic evolution that may be associated with the neutral
silver loss.
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to the loss of the complete tryptophan-containing C-terminus of the
peptide with fragment ions at m/z 186 or M-185. These fragmentation
schemes are observed by CID and LID of the radical cations but were
not observed in the CID of either the protonated peptides or the [pep-
tide, Agþ] complex. Thus, they are signatures of the fragmentation of
the radical species. Both mechanisms were documented and discussed
previously, in particular by Siu and co-workers47 and Piatkivskyi
et al.,48 and they confirm the presence of p-radical tryptophan. The
charge partitioning between fragments is interesting to analyze:
M-129Da and M-185Da fragment ions are observed exclusively when
histidine is present. However, their complementary fragment ions at
m/z 130 andm/z 186 are observed exclusively for peptides without his-
tidine. This provides evidence that histidine modifies the charge parti-
tioning on the peptide fragments via the deprotonation the tryptophan
side chain. Since the charge partitioning in such peptide fragments is
strongly directed by the relative proton affinity of the two separating
moieties,47,49 it suggests that the proton affinity of radical tryptophan
is, similar to neutral tryptophan [223.9 kcal/mol (Ref. 45)], smaller
than that of the histidine imidazole chain [231.5 kcal/mol (Ref. 45)].

Histidine, with its remarkably high gas phase basicity, plays an
important role in the mobile proton model.50,51 The mobile proton
model proposes that protons move from their initial (stable) site upon
activation (usually collisional heating). The hypothesis is that the
increase in ion internal energy enables protons to overcome barriers
and reach less basic sites. Charge-driven fragmentation paths may
then be opened even from site where protons are not the most stable
from pure proton affinity considerations. In the current study, the rad-
ical ion is formed in a metastable conformation, with co-localized radi-
cal and charge sites. It is hence thermodynamically driven to the
distonic ion. Thus, there is no need a priori to invoke the mobile pro-
ton model. However, this model contributes to explain why the frag-
mentation pattern is independent from the delay, i.e., from the
progress of the spontaneous PT from tryptophan to histidine. Indeed,
fragmentation in the visible range (probe) progressively increases the

ion internal energy.35 The spontaneous PT is thus accelerated by the
probe and leads eventually to the appearance of ground state
“thermal” fragments with the proton localized on its energetically pre-
ferred site at any delay.

Evolution at short delays (<30 ls): Dissociation of the
metastable complex [peptideþ•, Ag0]

For all systems examined here, the fragmentation ratio is zero for
negative probe delays. This is expected since at negative delays, the
radical species—which is the only chromophore that absorbs in the
visible range—does not exist yet. Thus, in this case, only pump frag-
mentation is observed [which is corrected for, see Eq. (2)]. It is never-
theless striking that, for most of the peptides examined here, the
fragmentation ratio displays an unexpected growth on microsecond
timescales, prior to the expected decay (Fig. 2). Importantly, the time-
scale of these initial features is orders of magnitude larger than the
laser jitter—which was measured below one nanosecond—or the
pump and probe pulses convolution width—which was estimated
below 15ns. Thus, it is a real feature that reveals a dynamic process
with consequences on the observed fragmentation ratio. The radical is
expected to be formed rapidly, on picosecond or shorter timescales.18

Thus, either its absorption properties are modified or its fragmentation
is temporarily quenched.

Both histidine and tryptophan have a strong affinity for the silver
cation (respective binding energies 18 kcal/mol and 14.5 kcal/mol
above glycine52). It is expected that silver binds preferentially to histi-
dine, although silver may bind both simultaneously, as it was shown
by ion mobility spectrometry in the case of HG3W.53 It is hypothesized
that, immediately after the electron transfer, the peptide radical cation
and neutral silver remain bound in a transient metastable complex.
Although different from binding to Ag0, binding energies �10 kcal/
mol have been reported54 between histidine/tryptophan and neutral
silver in Ag2, which is significantly lower (factor 5–10) than binding
energies with Agþ.55 Thus, the neutral silver complex may have a sig-
nificant lifetime in the gas phase—although the mass detection occur-
ring up to 130ms after the pump cannot assess it.

While the metastable complex is not dissociated, the probe inter-
acts with a system, which differs from the targeted radical peptide.
Thus, many plausible mechanisms could explain the evolution
(growth or even decay) of calculated FRVis

R toward the absorption and
fragmentation properties of the radical peptide: kinetic energy release
via the neutral Ag loss, back-electron transfer from silver to the radical,
etc. The presence of the metastable complex may, thus, involve a lower
fragmentation efficiency or lead to the overestimation of background
fragments generated by UV. In any case, these features, which occur
over several hundred nanoseconds, are likely to be associated with the
lifetime of the metastable complex. It may interestingly provide
insights into the binding strength between silver and the cation, but it
reaches beyond the questions addressed in the current study.

Evolution at longer delays: Proton transfer kinetics

For most of the peptides, the initial microsecond step is followed
by a slow decay on millisecond timescales. We attribute this decay to
the proton transfer from tryptophan to histidine. This is supported by
the absence of such a decay in control experiments with peptides miss-
ing a histidine residue (G2W and G3W, see Fig. 4, left, and associated

FIG. 3. Optical photo-fragmentation spectra of two radical peptides: G3W (top
frame) and HG3W (bottom frame), at different pump–probe delay times: 30 ns (dia-
mond) and 10 ms (circle). Lorentzian lineshapes are plotted to guide the eye.
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plot in Fig. S3). Remarkably, exponential decays do not tend to the
pre-pump level. This is expected since the absorption cross section at
545nm of the end species (the distonic ion resulting from the proton
transfer) is not zero, in contrast to the initial silver complex.

Table I lists time constants determined by mono-exponential fits
for delays above 30 ls. These values can be examined by categories of
the peptide (poly-glycines, poly-prolines, or poly-alanines) in order to
identify trends. When visualizing the evolution of decay time s2 for
poly-glycines (see Fig. 4, left panel), the sequence length dependence
stands out: the longer the peptide, the less favorable the proton trans-
fer. It may be understood from a purely statistical point of view: while
the number of residues increases, the probability that histidine and
tryptophan come close enough, and with a favorable orientation to
enable proton transfer, decreases. In poly-glycines, increasing the
sequence size thus seems to result essentially in an entropic effect: the
conformational landscape increases in dimensions, which kinetically
slows down the proton transfer. This is true for poly-glycines, which
are flexible peptides, i.e., where no specific conformation is particularly
energetically favored. In that case, the sequence order (HG8W vs
WG8H) does not seem to play a major role.

The same trend with the peptide size is also observed for small
poly-prolines (Fig. 4, middle panel), similar to the unstructured poly-
glycines. This trend is also observed for poly-alanines up to five ala-
nines (see Fig. 4, right panel). It is remarkable, however, that time con-
stants are significantly larger compared to poly-glycines with the same
number of residues. This increase may be due to a lower flexibility of
poly-alanines and poly-prolines vs poly-glycines for reasons of steric
hindrance of the side chains. It was however observed that single
amino acid modifications hardly affect the overall PT time constant
(see Fig. 5). Thus, in terms of peptide sequence composition, collective
effects seem to affect more importantly the peptide flexibility than the
presence of any particular individual amino acid.

Remarkably, however, the addition of just one more alanine to
form HA6W results in a considerable decrease in the PT rate (i.e.,
increase of the PT time constant) such that it cannot be quantified
experimentally within the experimental boundaries (see Fig. S4). This
slowing down of the proton transfer rate beyond measured times
(>5ms) cannot be explained only by the entropy factor. Another
important parameter must bias the conformational dynamics against

proton transfer. An interesting hypothesis is the occurrence of second-
ary structuration in poly-alanines. Indeed, alanines are among the
most stabilizing residues for the formation of a-helices in solution.56

Additionally, Kaleta and Jarrold57 and Hudgins et al.58 reported on the
propensity of poly-alanines of seven or more residues to form a-/p-
helices in the gas phase. Interestingly, this matches the size of poly-
alanines at which a drastic PT rate modification was observed in the
current study. Additionally, one can expect that histidine and trypto-
phan do not disrupt the formation of the secondary structure. Indeed,
Kaleta and Jarrold also showed that the insertion in poly-alanines of
other residues with lower helix propensity, such as glycine or lysine,
and, in particular at terminal positions, may not disrupt completely
the helical conformation.57

Formation of a helix as a stable secondary structure is, hence,
likely in the case of HA6W. It would correspond to the appearance of
a potential energy (enthalpy) well in the otherwise rather flat confor-
mational space. This would consequently rigidify the peptide structure
and hamper any reactive contact between histidine and tryptophan.
The question is whether this structure pre-exists in the silver complex.
Ion mobility spectrometry (IMS) experiments were performed and
reveal that both protonated and silver-cationized HA6W peptides have
a very close collisional cross section (CCS, 208 Å2 and 211 Å2, respec-
tively) and hence most likely very close structures. HA6W is thought
to adopt a random globular conformation to maximize the solvation
of the charge (proton) on histidine, similar to poly-alanines with a
lysine residue at the N-term studied by Hudgins and Jarrold.59 Thus,
since the silver complex has a nearly identical CCS with the protonated
peptide, it is also most likely non-helical. The radical peptide generated
after electron transfer to silver in this unstructured complex is, like-
wise, initially unstructured. However, the charge localized on trypto-
phan, i.e., at the C-term, forms a supplementary stabilizing factor for
the helical structures since the positive charge interacts favorably with
the helix dipole.59 Once formed, the geometry prevents the formation
of reactive conformations. Thus, there must be a competition between
proton transfer and formation of a stabilizing helical structure. This
type of competition was observed before by Kinnear and co-workers
in poly-valines.60 In these poly-valines, the energy gained from stabi-
lizing a helix over-compensate the energy loss associated with proton
localization at a less basic site (C-term). Similarly, it seems plausible

FIG. 4. Evolution of the PT time constant in poly-glycines (left), poly-prolines (middle), and poly-alanines (right). Error bars represent 2r uncertainty windows (95.4%).
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that the appearance of secondary structuration in competition with
proton transfer is the element that principally affects the conforma-
tional dynamics in HA6W, slowing down the proton transfer away
from tryptophan. Remarkably, the exclusive observation of deproto-
nated radical tryptophan fragments, as stated above, advocates in favor
of competing although still energetically disfavored helix formation in
HA6W.

CONCLUSION

A pump–probe approach was designed to monitor the evolution
of the internal proton transfer rate in a series of poly-peptides. The
proton transfer was earlier found to be rate limited by the peptide con-
formational dynamics, and the rationale was to use it as a signature for
the very same peptide conformational dynamics. With this tool,

TABLE I. List of proton transfer time constants and standard deviations extracted
from mono-exponential fits on the fragmentation ratio for several families of peptides.

Family System

Mean values
Individual
replicates

s2 (ls) r (ls) s2 (ls) r (ls)

Controls G2W >5000 … … …
… …

G3W >5000 … … …
… …

Penta-peptides HGAGW 704 27 1041 215
699 27

HGIGW 634 24 634 24
HGLGW 615 25 589 30

681 47

Poly-glycines HG1W 356 295 356 295
HG3W 487 21 563 38

482 74
448 35
478 56
411 64

HG5W 591 17 513 26
674 40
628 46
723 59
521 56
673 53

HG8W 763 53 1139 348
775 71
726 83
1336 539

WG8H 942 147 1199 707
853 228
990 200

Poly-alanines HA3W 825 52 662 106
700 88
1032 82

HA5W 1438 58 1184 339
1744 190
1604 94
1262 84

HA6W >5000 … … …
… …
… …
… …

Poly-prolines HP3W 657 31 449 52
570 100
770 43
1266 159

TABLE I. (Continued.)

Family System

Mean values
Individual
replicates

s2 (ls) r (ls) s2 (ls) r (ls)

HP5W 690 212 646 589
588 236
1921 896
2371 2001

WP5H 1383 133 1374 158
1575 411
1313 303

FIG. 5. Evolution of the PT time constant on a series of penta-peptides with modifi-
cation of the amino acid in the middle of the sequence.
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various poly-peptide families such as poly-glycines, poly-prolines,
and poly-alanines with varying lengths were examined and com-
pared. Interestingly, dynamic features could be detected at timescales
around or below 1 ls, which may be attributed to the kinetics of dis-
sociation of neutral Ag from its metastable complex formed with the
radical peptide immediately after electron transfer. Although beyond
the scope of this particular study, the interaction between metal
atoms with oxidation state 0 and biomolecules is yet a relatively
unexplored field, which may become of interest in the context of
the generalization of metal nanoparticles for bio-imaging and bio-
medical applications.

However, the main objectives were to identify trends in the pep-
tide conformational dynamics along two directions: the sequence
length and sequence composition. Generally, the larger the peptide,
the larger the conformational space and the smaller the PT rate. Thus,
the conformational dynamics is governed by entropy for small and
non-structured peptides. From a pure gas-phase basicity point of view,
the PT from radical tryptophan to histidine is spontaneous and ther-
modynamically driven. Thus, it should always occur although rate-
limited by conformational dynamics. Actually, it should always occur
unless the formation of a secondary structure, such as a helix, over-
compensates the energy cost of keeping the proton on the tryptophan
radical. Since the PT rate in HA6W is slowed down beyond measur-
able times, can we conclude that the proton transfer is disfavored due
to the formation of a helix? According to the mobile proton theory,
heating should favor fragmentation with the proton moving to less
basic sites. The presence of histidine on the sequence is shown to result
exclusively in photo-fragments associated with deprotonated trypto-
phan for all examined peptides. Thus, for all the systems examined,
the proton transfer to histidine seems to yield a significantly more sta-
ble thermodynamic minimum. This also stands for HA6W. It seems
that, thus, for HA6W, the energy gain brought by helix formation is
large enough to considerably bias the exploration of the conforma-
tional space and induce a strong competition between PT and helix
formation; but it is not sufficient to fully compensate the gas-phase
basicity difference between histidine and tryptophan. This is consistent
with the statement by Jarrold and co-workers that poly-alanines start
to be helical in the gas-phase from seven successive residues. Our
results also concur in the presence of a secondary structuration onset
between six and seven alanines.

These results emphasize the functional role of structural dynam-
ics in biological machines where charge transfer mechanisms may be
controlled by secondary structuration. These questions are fundamen-
tal in biology and also find very pragmatic applications due to the
rapid development of opto-genetic tools, mainly inspired by natural
photoreceptor modules, which require an increasing level of control
on photo-activation mechanisms. The coupling between time-resolved
spectroscopy and ion mobility is the natural perspective for this work
in order to support structural hypothesis.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

See the supplementary material for the details of all peptides
examined. A graphical representation of the experimental sequence is
illustrated with mass spectra in the case of the peptide HA3W. The
control of the probe alignment is also illustrated in the case of the pep-
tide HA3W. Negative controls are provided (absence of PT decay in

the case of the histidine-free peptide G3W). The very slow decays
observed in the case of HA6W are also shown.
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